Educational Technology Advisory Committee
February 25, 2016

• Welcome and Introductions
  ▪ Randy Kolset, Coordinator of Educational Technology
  ▪ Reviewing of the Agenda

• ETAC attendees;
  ▪ Ana Resendiz; parent of OUSD student and OUSD employee
  ▪ Chris Keeler, OUSD employee
  ▪ Peter Wong, parent of OUSD students
  ▪ Jen Petty, Teacher at OUSD, President of OUEA
  ▪ Pam Quiros, OUSD employee
  ▪ Max Graupensperger, OUSD employee
  ▪ Christina Lin, OUSD employee
  ▪ Tam Nguyen, OUSD employee
  ▪ Marissa Ray, OUSD employee

• Single Sign Decision and Reminder
  ▪ August 1, 2016 will commence single sign on and so every year on that day you will need to change your passwords
  ▪ If an employee has not change their password they will prompted to do so when they attempt to sign on
- First step onto Single Sign on, a few items will already be available for Single Sign on.
- Next step for staff will continue communications with school administrators, staff and TTL’s for their input.
- An attendee asked a question regarding a bookmark for Aeries, Chris Keeler address the question; a bookmark that was created before an update may not have the most current information. A suggestion was to delete your current bookmark and create a new one.

- Monitor Instruction Discussion
  - A discussion to help support Teachers in their instructional practice
  - Technology Services has noticed that the schools sites have inactive whiteboards specially Smart Boards that are using as a projector and coming to end of life
  - Technology Services and Educational Technology are trying to coming up with an alternative
  - A HD TV, you can run a HDMI cord from a laptop into a TV and becoming a large scale monitor
  - Positives; Lower cost, longer life and wireless devices are able to connect.
  - Staff input is welcome as far as where to place the TV
  - Technology Services and Educational Technology will assist with any concerns or questions
- A security concern was brought up
- An interactive TV such as Recordex will be available for a higher cost
- Demonstrations were done by the Technology Department with their wireless devices
- Feedback from the attendees regarding what software or devices will interact with the TV
- Discussions regarding the kind of devices Technology Services and the upgrades from Windows 7 to Windows 8

- Educational Technology (Ed Tech) Professional Development, Randy Kolset
  - A handout was given out containing a chart, starts with device fluency and goes down to instruction for Professional Development
  - Input from the ETAC attendees was requested regarding Professional Development
  - Discussion regarding a handout of the different programs that Ed Tech is involved in; iLearn, 1:1/BYOD, ebadge and eTraining programs that will improve Instructional Practice.
  - Feedback from attendees; more Instruction for parents, websites, digital citizenship or maybe a Tech Fair for the parents.

- Network Security
  - Feedback from attendees; more Instruction for parents, websites, digital citizenship or maybe a Tech Fair for the parents.
Next ETAC meeting: Thurs May 26, 2016 3:30-5:00pm in Conference Rm J2/J3
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